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MATHEMATICAL ANIALYSIS OF DISTRIBUTIO N SYSTEMS: (A Survey)

Introduction:

This paper is concerned with multilocation inventory theory -- the study
of distribution systems involving nor_ than one inventory location. Such
systems are often called "nultiechelon" in the literature, but we shall

here use that term in a more restricted sense. An excellent and extensive
survey of work in this area was given by Clark in [] and this paper

of necessity leans heavily on that account. The main difference here is

that while the survey by Clark was organized on the basis of the metho-

dology applied, we will ernphasise the nature of the problem being solved

and the relation between the type of problem and the methodology used.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTILOCATION SYSTEMS :

In order to clarify usage of terminology and to provide a framework in

which to examine applications, we discuss below some of the major charac-

teristics of distribution system models. We will simultaneously develop

some notation that will enable detailed formulation of the problem in

a network flow framework. While it is not intended to create a definitive
taxonomy, a modest attempt has been made to systematise and reconcile

existing usage of terms.

1). Basic elements of a Distribution System:

Locations : A location is any physical point at which inventories are held.
The terms "activity", " facility" and "station" are also commonly used in

the literature to denote an inventory location.

We will use the term demand location to signify a location which experiences
demands arising exogenously. Similarly a source location is one that is
supplied exogenously. A multilocation system by definition consists of
more than one location which we will index by i= 1,2,...,N.

Products : The word "commodity" is often used interchangeably with product.
In general realistic problems will involve inventories of more than one



product with interactions usually arising due to competition for lmited

resources such as inventory capacity. In the literature however, mcst of

the work done has been in the single product case with the papers of

Ignall and Veinott [ ] and Patel & Karmarkar being two exceptions.

We will index products by j= 1,2,..,M.

Time periods: Most of the published work in multilocation systems has

been ina periodic review setting .where decisions are made at fixed points
in time. We shall index time periods by t= 1,2,...,T where T is the number
of time periods considered in the finite horizon case.

Sources : Several exogenous sources may supply the distribution network

through the source locations of the system. Exogenous sources will be

indexed by s 1,2,...,S.

Once the locations, time periods and products of a system have been

labelled, we can specify Darticular combinations using the indices. Thus

the ordered pair (i,j) for example, denotes location i inventor-y of

product j.

The generic variable x will be used to denote flows of material endo-

genous to the system so that

E ' Amount of product j transferred from location i1
J ' ' in period t1 to location i2 in period t2.

The variable z will denote exogenously supplied material

Lt Amount of product j supplied from source s in

j- sto period t to location i in period t2.

Clearly depending on the structure of the particular problem being studied

it may or may not be possible for all such variables to be non-zero. We

will furthermore use the variable d to denote exogenous demands and

the variable y to denote stock levels at locations so that :

sd t : Demand for product j experienced at location i in

time period t.

Total stock of product j at location i at the start of
JYLU period t after receipt of all shipments.
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2) Structure of Distribution Systems

Given the elements comprising the distribution system, the structure of

the system refers to the type of shipments it is possible to make from

a purely physical point o view. In other words in network terns, if

locations are the nodes of the network, the structure of the system is

to be specified in terms of the arcs of the network. Furthermore ir

specifying the physical structure of a system, we ignore the time

dimension and consider a time-slice or snapshot of the system in one

time period to concentrate on the feasibility of shipments between

actual locations . The major categories of system structure are described

below :

a) General Network :

If shipment can be made between any two locations in either direction the

model will be called a general network model

b) Multistage/Acyclic Network :

A network is acyclic if it has no cycles, i.e. it is not possible to make

a sequence of shipments such that material starts from and ends at the

same location. In the context of distribution systems we shall refer to

such networks as multistage networks. Each location in such a system is

assigned a stage number and a stage consists of all locations having the

same stage number.

The assignment of stage numbers is done as follows:

i) Every demand location which does not supply another location is numbered 0.

ii) Every location supplying at least one i-stage location is numbered i+l.

iii) Locations supplying several stages are assigned the highest stage number

consistent with ii) .

The concept of a stage stock may or may not be of practical use. There appear

to be several possible alternative definitions. For example :

- the ith stage stock is the total stock held(or on order)to all locations

numbered i.

- the ith stage stock is the total stock held at (or on order to) all

locations with stage numbers equal to or smaller than i.

Of these two the latter is probably preferable. We can also define the stage

stock at a particular location as

- the stage stock at any location is the stock held at (or on order



and in transit to) that location and all other locations supplied by it.

This idea will tally with our later notion of an"echelon stock''

c) Mfultisource network

This term refers to systms supplied by more than one exogenous source.

The sources may be"plants" or "vendors".

d) Delta Network :

This is a system in which O-stage locations are the only demand locations.

e) Multiechel on/Arborescent Networks :

An arborescence is a network in which every location is supplied by only

one other location. We note that arborescences are acyclic single-source

networks. Again in the context cf distribution systems , multistage arbo-

rescent networks will be called multiechelon systems .

Each location in a multiechelon system is assigned an echelon number

which is the same as the stage number for that location. Echelon stock

at any location is the stock held at (on order or in transit to) that

location and all other locations supplied by it. Total ith echelon stock

is the total echelon stock at all ith echelon locations. The concept of

echelon stock was proposed by Clark [ ] and was shown to be of signi-

ficant use by Clark & Scarf in [ ].

We distinguish two special cases of multiechelon networks that have been

noted by Bessler and Veinott [ : ].

i) Wheel Network : This is a single echelon multilocation system

ii) Series Network : This has a single location in each echelon.

(only one location with a given echelon number ).

As we have stated earlier, the structure of the distribution system refers

to the physical structure and ignores the time dimension. The physical

network extended in time by replication also constitutes a network to which

terms such as acyclic and arborescent apply equally well. However the terms

multistage and multiechelon will be reserved to describe the physical struc-

ture of the system. It is noted in passing that an arborescent physical

structure does not imply that the time extended network is arborescent.
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3) Temporal Structure of Networks 

Unlike the physical structure of dist:ibution systems which has received

considerable attention in the literature, temporal relationships have not

been extensively explored. It has already been noted that arborescence is

not expected to be a general property of the extended network. However

if the physical structure is acyclic hen under mild restrictions the

extended network will also be acyclic. For example it is required that

exogenous demand be satisfied before endogenous shipments are made out

of a location. Acyclic time extended networks have been extensively

studied by Zangwill [ :- ] in a deterministic demand context and we

will use some of his ideas in our formulation.

The temporal factor that has received most attention in multilocation

theory is shipment lags. As in the classical single location case, the

state space that has to be considered in say a dynamic programming

approch, is greatly enlarged if lags exist. From our network point of

view, the state of a system is specified by the set of arcs that connects

the physical network in one period to its replicate in the next period.

We shall call these interperiod arcs .

The complete specification of the structure of the distribution system

thus requires extending the set of locations(nodes) in time by replicating

the set for each time period, and then specifying all the possible flows

of material (arcs) that can take place. In particular, interperiod arcs

consist of :

]~[ X-;t : Inventory of product j held at location i in the
t'th period.

7*<, ++ : Demand for product j backlogged at location i in

the t'th period

Shipment of product j ordered in period t from location

ilto i2 with a lag of , time periods.

In special cases it may be desired to permit demand at a location to be

satisfied by a shipment from another location with some time lag. This

could be incorporated as a flow

[',~ · Demand for product j in location i in period t

.i w·ts satisfied by a shipment from location i2in period t2.
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4) Pol icy:

The term policy is used to describe the permissible alternative courses
of action available in making a decision. This issue is clearly closely
related to the structure of the system in terms of both the locations
(nodes) as well as the material flows(arcs). The main policy areas are:
Stocking Policy :
Given initial inventories in any period, the stocking policy specifies

the desired stock level at locations in terms of target stock levels
for each location. The target level if feasible can be reached by

i) Ordering (exogenously) and/or by
ii) Redistribution of stock or endogenous shipments.

Clearly the permissible options determine the arcs of the network model.

Supply Policy :
When an exogenous demand is realized at a location, it may - depending

upon the case in question - be partially or fully realized in several

ways. Veinott in [I ~] has formalised this notion in terms of the function

s(Ytd t) that represents supply in the th period in terms of stock remai-
ning at a location, given stock on hand yt and a realised demand dt . In
terms of our network framework supply policy can be represented in terms

of permissible flows, node balances and(if required) by the creation of

dumy nodes. The usual possibilities are :

i) Satisfy demand upto the level of stock on hand only. This is the

lost sales case and requires a dummy supply source at each location

where the cost of supply is set at the cost incurred in lost sales.

ii) Backlog excess demand to the next period. This is represented in

a network as an interperiod flow from the succeeding period to the
current period (backward in time).

iii) Expedite orders if backlogging occurs. In cases where"normal"

shipments have long lead times, the possibility of speeding up

shipments at the expense of added costs may exist. This simply

involves the addition of the appropriate arcs to the network.

iv) Satisfy demand by direct shipment from another location. This

case has been discussed above.

v) Recovery and repair of items. A significant class of problems of

interest is the case where demand occurs due to item failure, and
where partial or total salvage of the item involved. Depending on



the time scale involved, this situation could also be thought of in

termns of stocking policy. For example if recovery of items takes one

time period, then the stock in the succeeding timen period is simply

augmented by the fraction of demand in the current period that is recover-

able. We note however that in this case the usual flow interpretation
of the network does not hold.(This situation c an be gotten around if

we create dummy supply sources which supply probabilisticly speci:'ied

amounts which must be accepted.)

Stock Review Policy :

The two usual possibilities are :

i) Periodic Review

ii) Continuous Review.

As we have stated earlier, most of the work done in this area assumes a

periodic review policy with the work of Hadley & Whitin [ ] being a

major exception. The notation developed so far assumes periodic review

policies and the assumption is thought to be quite realistic , especially

in the case of centralised control.

5) Capacity Restrictions :

There are three important types of capacity restrictions; .

Supply: * Lct : The maximum amount of product j available from source

s in time period t.

Arc

Node: \ t

The maximum allowable flow from location ilin period

tl to location i2 in period t2 (in terms of some

common unit of capacity)

The maximum holding capacity of location i in period

t (in terms of some common unit of capacity).

The latter two capacities are especially significant in multiproduct

situations since they are the source of interactions between products.

L.1 , )_

k-II / , 



6) Cost Structure :

The costs which are usually considered in inventory models can be associated

very conveniently with arcs of the network. The rmajor costs involved are:

i) Ordering Cost :The cost of ordering from external sources usually

corsists of a purchase cost plus a shipping cost. This cost may vary
wi t the time period in which the order is placed, the expediency of

the shipment as well as the source of supply. The cost may also vary
stochastical ly.

A a' . Cost of shipment of product j from source s in period
X s, L - ,:; - tl to source location i with a procurement lag of

time periods.

ii) Transshipment cost : This cost is incurred when there is shipment of

material within the system as in the redistribution of stock or in the

distribution of stock to lower stages or echelons of the system. In

general the cost depends on the source, the destination, the amount

shipped and the time of shipment.

- f;-' K i 2 ): Cost of shipping product j from location i in period t1
- t.K ' ; - -~ to location i2 in period t2.

iii) Inventory Holding costs : This is the cost incurred in holding stocks
of inventory at a location. The cost is assumed to be proportional to the

number of periods for which inventory is held, so that we can always write

inventory costs in terms of a one period holding cost.

One period cost of holding inventory of product j
'at ~ " at location i in period t.

iv) Backorder or Shortage Costs : Depending on the policy used, a cost is

charged to demand backordered or for a shortage of stock leading to un-

supplied demand. The cost is thus a function of stock on hand as well as

demand realized.

j CL' ti ; i .' '., '

: Cost incurred in period t at location i due to

shortage or backordering of demand for product j.

These costs may be linear, involve a fixed charge, or in general be

concave functions of their arguments. The nature of the costs has

important implications for the methodology employed in solving the problem.



7) Stochastic Factors :

The major source of stochasticity in distribution system models is

uncertainty about exogenous d!and. Depending on the circumstances,

the state of knorwledge about de~land may be assumed to be any of the

fol owi ng:

i) Demand in each period is kncwn (deterministic). The stochastic

case is somnetimes reduced to this case by using a safety stock

to allow! for the uncertainty. In this paper we are not concerned

with this approach.

ii) Demand has the same distribution in each period (stationary case).

iii) Demand has a specified distribution in each period , which in

general varies from period to period (non-stationary case).

iv) Demand distributions are not independent. The dependencies may be

across tiqle, bet.ween products or amongst locations.

v) The distribution of demand in each period is unknown so that it

is estimated or a prior distribution is assigned and updated as

information becomes available.

Other stochastic factors may be present. Significant among these are

stochastic prices and cost parameters and uncertainties in shipment

and procurement lag times. We will not concern ourselves with these

factors since they are not treated in the current Imultiechelon system

literature.

FORMULATION OF THE MULTILOCATION PROBLEM

Armed with the notation we have developed, we can despite its unwieldy

nature,proceed to use this notation to formulate a fairly general

version of the Multilocation distribution problem. This formulation

requires the specification of an objective function and a set of con-

strai nts.

The constraints can be stated immediately as :

i) Material balance at locations :
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where 0,',, are coefficients of conversion to some common unit of capacity.

The objective function is simply to minimize the total expected value

of the costs associated with the flow in each arc. It should be noted

that in order to be able to take the expectation, we must prespecify

a supply policy, that fixes the decision variables in each period, given

the starting conditions in that period. The detailed formulation of this

concept can be found in the papers by Veinott [-.] and Bessler and

Veinott [ ].



THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM :'

The problem as formulated has sone irliportant characteristics that bear

upon the methodology applied as well as upon the characterisation of

the solutions obtained. The problem has linear constraints so that

it has the features of a netork flow or at least a linear programliing

problem. At te same timle the costs involved are expected costs of

the newsboy type, sothat the problem has the character of a newsbDy

or (s,S) type of situation. Furthermore the multiperiod stochastic

form of the problem suggests that the problem can be thought of in

terms of stochastic processes.

An intuitive way to visualise the problem in terms of the decision making

process is as follovws :( Gross [' ], Patel & Karmarkar [LA ]).

i) In each'period, stocking decisions are made with respect to

redistribution of stocks and exogenous ordering. This is in general

a multicommodity capacitated flow network situation and the costs

associated with these decisions are deterministic. The result of

the decision is to achieve some target stock levels at each loca-

tion and the cost of reaching the target levels depends on the

starting stocks before the decision.

ii) Interperiod arcs for a given location represent realization of

exogenous demand and inventory held, shortage, or demand back-

ordered with their associated costs. These costs depend on the

target stock levels achieved and the demand realized. Since

demand is stochastic these costs are stochastic and are of the

newsboy type. ( Other interperiod arcs across different locations

represent lagged shipments with deterministic costs).

iii) At the start of the next period a stocking decision is to be made

again. It is clear that the starting stock is a random variable

which depends on the stocking decision in the previous period and

the demand distribution in the previous period. Thus the problem

has the character of a stochastic process.

Thus the problem is essentially a continuous state, discrete time parameter

Markovian decision problem where the stocking decision corresponds to the

choice of a transition matrix, the state of the system is the vector re-



presenting stock levels at each locations, and the realization of dennd
constitutes a transition. If shpipment lags exist, the diniensionality of
the state space is augmented to iclude all interperiod arcs.

The most general version of the multilocation problem has not been solved
in the literature. Some simplifications are usually made and the method
of attack usually reflects the simplifications . The following section
briefly reviews the important papers published in this area.

MAJOR APPROACHES TO MULTILOCATION PRODLEMS

1). General Niet,.or : Single product, Single period,uncapacitated problem,
with linear costs.

This problem was formulated by GROSS in [ ].The method of attack involved
a detailed examination of optimal policy under different starting stock

conditions, and a complete solution was obtained for the two location case.

Despite the seemingly swereping simplifying assumptions, this was the
first attack on the general network problem and demonstrated that the

complete solution to the problem was quite complex. In fact the procedure

used proved to be too complex for the n-location case and Gross suggested
that search procedures be used which would involve in general,n2 ordering

and shipping decision variables.

KRISHNAN & RAO in [ i ] have tackled a one period problem similar to that

proposed by Gross. However, while Gross' approach considered ordering and
shipping decisions made simultaneously at the start of the period, the

approach here was to determine optimal ordering decisions given that

transshipment decisions could be deferred till demand was realized.An

additional simplification made in this paper was to assume that all

transshipment costs are equal. This allows arbitrary partitioning of

the locations into groups with the same transportation cost obtaining
between any two groups. This assumption is critical to the solution

method which iteratively partitions the locations into 1,2,...,n
groups successively. Furthermore an assumption of Normality of demand
distributions was made which greatly simplifies the computation of
the optimal policy due to the additivity properties of the Normal dis-
tribution.



PATEL & KAR;·,ARKAR in [-; ] iave also studied the one period general network

problem as forinulated by Gross. Their approach was to decompose te problem

into a stocking decision that is a transportatiorn problem , and decoupled

newsboy problems that represent the ralization of demand with the asso-

ciated holding and shortage costs. This pproach leads to a character-

ization of optimal policies in tcrms of the dual of' the transportation

subproblem. Specifically it is shown that there is a corresponden:e

betiw.een the optimal policies and the extreme points , edges , faces etc.

of the dual . This method is not suitable for the numerical solution

of large problems, hut the exact solution provided by Gross for the

two location case is easily recovered, and it is shown that the three

location case involves 37 policies, as compared to seven for the two

location case. For the nuimerical solution of large problems, the

problem has been formulated as an LP with column generaticn.This approach

is quite robust in the sense that it is easily extended to incorporate

capacity constraints and the multiproduct case. The major deficiencies

in this approach are thus the linear cost and the single period assump-

tLiots.

II) Multiechelon (Arborescent) Sstels : Single product, Multiperiod

CLARK & SCARF in [ ] and [ - ] have examined multiechelon systems

with the intention of establishing the possibility of decomposing the

n-variable problein into n single variable problems for which the

usual (s,S) policies obtain. The procedure uses the concept of an

echelon stock which is the total stock held at,on order or in transit

to a location and all other locations supplied by it. Costs are then

represented in terms of echelon stocks at each echelon with a penalty

term added to account for inability to supply lower echelons. This

procedure is proved to be optimal in the special case o a series

network wherie the costs at the iowe'ast echelon are of a fixed charge

type and at higher echelons of a linear type. Approximate solutions

are obtained for the general fixed charge case. The procedure

runs into difficulties in the general multiechelon case in specifying

the costs of not supplying lower echelons, since these costs depend

not only on the shortage of stock but also on the way the available

stock is apportioned.



Another proof of the optimality of the Clark-Scarf procedure for the

series network case was givn by Veinott in [ -] using a theorem of

-concave p ogran,,ming by Karush [ ]. A similar proof was given by

IGLEHART & MOREY in [ i ] in considering the case of two location

series situation where the Clark-Scarf approach is extended to

consider the accuracy of denmand forecasts.

HOCHSTAEDTER [i- ] has considered a situation where two warehouses are
supplied by a central warehouse with no shipment between the two

warehouses (wheel network). The satellite warehouses are assumed o

follow (s,S) policies that are optimal for them. An approximation

for the costs of such a system are obtained in terms of upper and

lower bounds on the total costs.

FUKUDA in [ extends the Clark-Scarf approach for the case of the

series network to allow for the disposal of stocks in each period.

(In our formulation of the general problem above we have not included

this possibility butthe addition is simple). Linear ordering costs

are assumed and it is assumed that a lag of one period is involved

in supply from or disposal to a higher echelon. Stock can only be

disposed of by moving it up through the system till it exits at the

highest echelon.

Finally, IGLEHART & LALCHANDANI in [ '-] also using the classic methods

of dynamic programming used in the papers above, have analysed the

case of a wheel network with two satellite locations, assuming linear

costs and a limit on the total stock held at the two O-echelon loca-

tions. The exact form of the optimal policy is derived in this case

but it is indicated that extension to larger problems would require

techniques beyond those used in this paper. We may note that this

paper attacks the problem of allocation of scarce resources to competing

lower echelon locations and thus bears upon the Clark-Scarf paper

where this situation caused their decornponition to break down. The

incorporation of these results into the Clark-Scarf approach remains

to be investigated. This problem is also related to the redistribution

and stock allocation type of problem formulation.



The second major approach to multiechelon systems has been that of

Veinott and others. Clark in hi surc'vey [:' has termed this approach

"dynamic process analysis".

In C[ ] Veinott studied a ulltiprcdct sirigle location situation in

which the n-period optimal ity uf one-period decisic? policies was examined.

While this is not the situation of intcrest here, a sillilar approach

is used in later papeirs on r:ltilocation problems and this paper presents

some of the bsic ideas involved. In effect the multiproduct one-location

situation is later shovwn to have a cor-resporLence with the single-product

multilocation situation through the notion oF "subsitutabil'ity" of

products.

BESSLER & VEINiOTT [ ; ] have studied problems with an arborescent network
structure and linear costs. Conditions for optimality of a "basestock"

type of policy are obtained. In the study o arborescence structures,

backlogging is alloywed only at the highest echelon, with demand being

passed up the network instantly, with satisfaction wherever possible.

The n-period problem is decomposed into one-period problems, each invol-

ving m variables corresponding to the base stock levels at the m locations.

Later in the paper bounds for the optimal stock levels are obtained, and

iterative computational methods to sharpen these bounds are suggested.

The ordering of base stock levels on the basis of the spread of demand

distributions is also examined, and the effect of parameter variation

on stock levels is studied.

IGNALL & VEINOTT [ -- ] examine the optimality of "myopic" or one-period

policies further. A linear cost structure is assumed. Starting stocks

are to be allocated to each location at the beginning of each period

and shortages at locations may be satisfied by stocks at other locations

provided they are replaced from exogenous sources in the next period.

Under such assumptions, the myopic policy is shown first to be optimal

for networks with a "nested" structure in the stationary case. The results

are later extended to the non-stationary and delivery lag cases.

Y



We have discussed above sole o the rnajor approaches to multilocaLion

distr'ibut-;on problems. There is however a significant portion of the

literature that we have not touched upon. W,e here restrict our dis-

cussion of this work to a few remiarks:

III) Redistribution & Aillocationi problems : These formulations cons.ider
the one time (one-period) allocation o redistribution of a fixed anount

of stock through a distribution system. Redistribution problems are

typically cast in a general network format and have been extensivly

discussed by Allen in [ . ] and [ - ]. The allocation type of formu-

lation usually assumes a multiechelon structure often specialised to

tihe wheel network. Work in this area includes that of Brow!n [ 4 ,Ch.

19,20], Simpson [ ] and the comment by Harris [:-; ]. IWe miay note

that the allocation/redistribution problem is completely subsumed by

the general network problem format.

IV) Low Demand Situation : Typically the low demand problem allows

certain characteristic mnethods to be adopted which exploit the finite

demand description. Hiadley and Whitin [1!, .. ] have used special

assumptions about the distribution and have have examined a continuous

review policy, which has not been done in most of the literature.

Love [ j brings to bear what is essentially a Markov decision process

formulation, which allows computational results in small problems.

El-Agizy [ ] has used a stochastic linear programming approach.

Simon in [ ze] has studied the stationary properties of a two echelon

system.

V) Recoverable Items : As we have stated earlier, this is an important

class of problems, but one which is qualitatively different from the

situation of interest here. The work of Sherbrooke [:-:-] in this area

is well known and extends from a theoretical analysis to an operating

control system.



OPERATIO,>'AL DI-TH0DnS I,u ,''LT LC.C'TIO2I SYSTES

It is apparent that the state-of-the-art of theoretical apprcches to

nultilocation systenms does not as yet extend to the design of optimal

inventory control S\ys'-:;tms in a real .,^orld sense. Indeed, except for

a couple of exceptions, this has not been the intent of most of the

investigators. The main thrust of th· literature exaninred in this rea

appeCairs towards esta)l ishing results of a general theoretical nature

or to relating the problermi to simpler situations w'hiere the solutions

are known kwith a view to characterizing the nature of the solutions.

However, while many of these results may not be suited to direct

application due to restrictive assumptions or computational in-

feasibility, they generally have important qualitative implications

for the design of actual control systems. Let us briefly review soine

of the main results :

i) The approach of Clark, Scarf and others has been directed towards

reducing the mlany location problem to an equivalent or near equivalent

set o one location problems. The approach is restricted to single

product arborescent networks and is optimal only in the series case for

a special cost structure. Even in these cases the computations required

can be quite extensive. The results suggest that policies based on total

echelon stocks at each location with penalties for insufficient location

stock are likely to be fairly good.The results also suggest a "one-for-

one" or (S-1, S ) policy at lower echelons and a (s,S) policy at higher

echelons, with demand being satisfied in all cases upto the level of

available stocks. This form of policy arises as a direct result of

the cost structure assumed, with linear ordering costs everyw!here,

except at the highest echelon where a fixed charge structure is assumed.

ii) The approach of Veinott and others suggests that single period

policies will often be optimal in n-period problems and that the single

period policies will involve a target stock level or "base-stock" at

each location. These results are obtained assuming linear costs, and

thus cannot be assumed to be good approximations for the setup charge

case, simply because in the latter case, a tradeoff exists between

cost of additional inventory held in a given period versus setup costs

in future periods.

41 --
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Clark [ u;] has noted that the importance of ordering setup charges may
be assumed to diminish with 'i-nc as1iil automation and central isation, but
sin, ificant concavity of cost structiure may also exist for reasons of
econo!,i es of scale.

iii) The \.lor of Gross, Krilshnar-Rao and Pelte & Kararkar has studied

the exact form- of cpti;Lal policies in a one-period linear cost situation.
The results sh ow that in rmost cases onIly certain arget stock leels need
be considered in the problemi as stated. Methods of coimputing solutioins
-for large problermis are also provided but the scope of definition of the

problerm is too restricted to be of direct practical use.

iv) The allocation models of Simpson [] ], Brown [- ], Iglehart and
Lalchandani [ ' ] and others indicated the importance cf stockout
criteria such as weighted probability of stockout, and of costs ratios
in ranking locations for purposes of apportioning stock. It has also
been shown by Bessler and Veinott that the "virtual stockout probability"
at a location is related to a ratio of the "effective" shortage and

holding costs.

v) A number of papers such as those of Hadley and Whitin [ l, _I_, Love
and others have examined the low demand case assuming particular demand

distributions of finite demand. These do not in general help with
optimal solutions to the more general problem formulations we have des-

cribed. Nor does it seem to be easy to extract qualitative results that

might be useful in a broader framework.

vi) The work of Sherbrooke [. ] has been claimed to be the first instance

of theoretical analysis extended to the design of an operational inventory

control system for the recoverable items situation. As stated earlier

however, this class of problems while of great interest, differs

from the problem as formulated here and hence the results do not appear

to be transferable.

Let us now examine practical methods of inventory management in multilocation

systems that are in current use. There are two major ways of conceptualising

the operation and co-ordinated control of distribution systems:



a) Demand-Pull : Material is drawtn down into the distribution s'ystem

by demand originating at dem.and locations.

b) Stock Allocation ("supply-push') : A fixed production volumne or resource

is available and mriust be allocated to loations within i-he distribution

systemi. Redistribution of stocl may also be involved.

c) Stock redistribution : fixed total volume of product is available

scattered through the system, and must be redistributcd to various

locations.

The first to viewpoints tend to look at the system as multistage or

multiechelon, rather than as a general network. The first is more

oriented to a series situation or to multiechelon networks with many

echelons. The latter apears to be better suited to wheel networks

or systems with fever echelons (stages). In this connection , it may

prove useful to define soIe index of the divergence or degree of spread

of mnultiechelon networks. We m ight use for example some index of the

fanout of the network relating to the number of locations served by

one location. Thus we might define the average fanout of a multiechelon

network as the number of locations divided by the number of echelons.

Thus for an m-location system, the average fanout would be m for a

wheel network and one for a series network.

The third conceptualization tends to look at the system as a general

network and generally addresses the problem as a transportation model.

In a practical application, the approach would be to somehow remove

the stochastic factors in the model resulting in the usual determinis-

tic transportation model. This viewpoint does not provide any special

intuition about multistage structures, and is thus not usually a

basis for practical intuitionr-based control system.

Practical methods of operation usually involve some sort of operating

policy which may have varying degrees of centralization. At one extreme

is the completely decentralised case, where each location is managed

independently and follows its own policy bases on the demand it exper-

iences. This is clearly a sort of lower bound in effectiveness to more

centralized methods of control, since co-ordination of policies is

bound to reduce cost by better allocation of resources. The completely



. is an example of a demand-driven system.

:i-1, a4dvocated for control of multilocatior

;:,ld to tLhe fi rs two conceptual model s

·( Kinball [ ] see al so i'Magee & B oc n [ ] )

l--pull tyipe. Briefly, the syst-em involves

.- holdingss of the distrilution ntwork in settia

producI tion ,uant ties and safety stocks are

, and the latter are used to account for the
syst el. At loxwer levels d:r.and -is satisfied

.bl e and informa-tion on idemands throughout

.. rcds inmelliately to higher echelons as tey

-ean is ultiechelon, the sequence of locations

's passed upwards and material drawn dozwn by a

quely specified. The distribution of stocks to

de on the basis of realized deima'nd as reported

the distribution decision is centralised,

ituation with two locations competing for

ocation decision is made locally. The ailo-

Through the system remains to be made and this

-n the level of service desired at a particular

ble delivery lag against the cost of holding

.;me lag is permissible, stocks can be held at

'-lneral less stock will be required, since

'obal demand variations, rather than local

'form-ation about stockout possibilities liay be

'nout lists which are used to allocate scarce

--ts from lower echelons.

'espondence will be noted between the base stock

rem multilocation theory. In particular, the

by the one-for-one policies at lower echelons

'd demand is to be passed p the system as

ht.e highest echelon uses an (s,S) policy.

'"irect result of the cost structure as was

''unumed that the base-stock method does not

', account. In the case of such a fixed



charge structure, the base stock iiethod might conceivably be modi ied to

distribute stock to 'lower cFhelons in lot sizes hich take setups into

account. Since the Clark-Sc rf ipproacih cphasisedthe useful1ness of

tne echelon stock concept, the base stock nethod rmight be revised to

use echelon stocks in setting base stocks for lower echelo, locations,

and or determi -ning echelon rurnout informati on in making allocati onrs.

The approacih of Veinott et.al. suggests that base stock levels be

set on the basis of deatland at individual locations. The one period

"myppic" policy is a good approximation to the optimal base stock evel

in most cases. Furthiermore, the optimlial policy is such as to mke

the stockout probability equal to the ratio of effective shortage

and holding costs.

2) Stock Allocaticn to Warehouses ( Brow:n [ ; ], Harris [ ,Simpson' l)

This method as the name suggests, conceptualises the problen as one of pushing

out stocks from the plant to the distribution system. Stock allocation is

typically based on criteria such as probabilities of stockouts, and runout

times. In particular, Brown is concerned with the total remnant stock

at all locations vwhen the first location runs out, and Simpson shows

that appropriately weighted stockout probabilities at ll locations

should be equalised. The paper by Ilehart & Lalchandani has obtained

the exact form of the optimnal policy for linear costs for a simple case.

The allocation situation can also be regarded as a special case of the

redistribution models such as those proposed by Allen and of the general

network models of Gross and Patel & Karmarkar.

Of these two systems the base stock method is more commonly used than

the allocation approach. There are several good reasons for this state

of affairs. The base stock system requires a minimum of computation in

actual operation, and is flexible in the sense that local adaptations

and improvements an easily be made. For example, some features of the

allocation concept can be incorporated in te base stock system by using

runout information to allocate scarce stock to lower echelons. Further-

more, the base stock system enables production targets to be set on the

basis of information of realised demand, when production rates are variable.

Indeed the allocation method is appropriate where the production volume

is fixed in each period, or where there is some fixed volume of non-

R I



consumlable resource to be reallocated (redistributed) at the beginning

of each period.

SLrnra ry_

To conclude, most of the l iteratur, in this rea surfers rom one or iore
shortcomings as far as practical aplications are conceri!ed. Gnerally

some form of special physical str.ucture is assumed, with several papers
examinin In m:ltiecheion (a'rboescent) systels. PAdi;i ttedly, this is not
an excessively imprc-ctical class of roblems, but on the other hand
the results cbtained do not always -etend to the whole class.

Cost structures are generally assumed to be linear, and this is a serious
restriction since the nature of the solutions in the fixed and concave
cost cases is likely to be qualitatively different due to the tradeoffs

between holding and setup costs, and setup versus shortage costs which
become operative. Other serious shortcomings are the lack of capacity
restrictions and tile lack of multiproduct formulations. Many of the
results also suffer from prohibitive computational requirements; and

while these might be unavoidable in view of the complexity of the problem,

some attempt could conceivable be rimade to simplify computation sol;mewhaL
at the expense of optimality. It should be possible, and is highly desi-

rable to extract simple approximations, heuristics or qualitative results

from much of the literature but this has not been done in most cases.

From the point of view of theoretical investigations, the fixed charge

case needs to be studied further. Qualitative characterisations of

solutions to this problem could be valuable, even where exact solutions
are not forthcoming. Investigations should also be extended to include

the general network type of problem, which has not been tackled in

a multiperiod context .

It seems likely to this author that any practical method of obtaining

optimal or suboptimal solutions to large problems with any significant

degree of interactions between variables, is going to involve techniques

of mathematical programming. The value of this approach has been demon-

strated in both the theoretical as well as the numerical computational

area by the Patel & Karmarkar paper. What is required is an ability to



tackle! fairly large stochastic linear programming and netwiork probl ems.

This rroblem ha h been i r sti>-i by ronnors & Zang!il l [ ], E-

Agizy' : J and Szarc r-.. ] amongst otihers. Ho:ever these are suited

to finite discrete demand situat:ions and furthermore the fixed charg

problem has not ben exaliined. ! evertheie ss this approach'- is thought

to be exLr- ....ly r ro.isinr esrecially because of its success in

applicatioi-l to the discrete cat.e of production and inven-tory probleems.

(Zangwill [' ]).
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